The possible impact of noise-induced Ca2+-dependent activity in the central auditory pathway: a manganese-enhanced MRI study.
Noise exposure at high intensities leads to a temporary shift of hearing thresholds (TTS) and is followed by a permanent threshold shift (PTS). Permanent threshold shift is not only associated with cochlear damage as the primary site-of-lesion, but also with subsequent structural and functional changes within the central auditory pathway. The aim of the present study was to monitor neuronal activity within central auditory structures in mice after noise exposure at different time intervals using manganese-enhanced magnetic resonance imaging (MEMRI). The results demonstrate for the first time that calcium-dependent activity patterns are modified in several structures of the central auditory system as the result of a noise-induced hearing loss (NIHL). The MEMRI data demonstrate that temporary threshold shift is correlated with an activity increase in hierarchically lower structures of the auditory pathway. This seems to be indicative of a direct noise impact at the first stage of central auditory processing. However, noise-dependent changes of higher auditory structures were found as well in the phase of PTS. Repeated noise exposure was found to induce an additional elevation of calcium-dependent activity in all investigated auditory structures - without a significant shift in auditory thresholds. Sustained manganese accumulation was present in the auditory brainstem after moderate acoustic stimulation as well without PTS induction. The long-lasting enhancement of MEMRI signals suggests a noise-induced activity increase of various calcium-dependent processes of different origin (such as neuroprotective mechanisms). The present findings could be helpful to better understand the time-course of different symptoms in NIHL and the individual susceptibility to noise.